
60 seconds to grab a grand. Sounds  

brilliant, and one of the biggest challenges 

you’ll face to date! Enter the whirlwind and 

grab as many tokens as you can!  

CASH GRABBER 

SUITABLE FOR: Children over 7+ - not wheelchair  
 accessible 
 
GREAT FOR: School Events, Private Parties, Team 
 Building Events, Corporate Events and  
 Exhibitions 
 
SET UP: Inside only 
 
REQUIRES: Standard electrical power 
 
SIZE: (working area) 2m length X 2m width X 2m height
  
 
WHAT’S INCLUDED: 
 - Complete cash grabber unit with blower 
 - Tokens, timer and safety glasses 
 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS: 
 - Branded tokens   
 - Overnight hire (if dry hired) item must be stored 
securely overnight at venue) 
- Additional Day hire (if dry hired, item must be 
stored securely overnight at venue) 

The cash grabber (alternatively known as grab-a-
grand), is the biggest crowd puller for any event!  
Perfect for exhibitions and promotional stands, family 
events and parties or school events, all it takes is 60 
seconds per round to try and grab a grand!  

Go up against the blower and a whirlwind of tokens 
flying around your head as you try to catch as many as 
you can before your time is up! Plus side – the tokens 
can also be brandable, so why not turn it into a  
competition for raffle ticket entries, a corporate  
challenge or a quirky staff incentive for freebies 
around the office to last the year! You can also brand 
the clear Perspex panels, the top of the unit and pull 
banners to promote your brand or product. 

CUSTOMER REVIEWS 
 
“The team were quick to get back to me and super  
helpful to accommodate our needs, also super patient 
when we weren't the quickest to get back to them. They 
kept me updated the whole time from initial contact to 
arrival on the day.“ 
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